A hybrid virtual design competition to revolutionize neurotechnology in Alberta!

Neurological and mental health disorders can be debilitating conditions, severely limiting one’s quality of life and that of their family. Understanding, diagnosing, and treating these conditions are extremely complex challenges that require attention and collaboration across traditional disciplinary and institutional divides.

Neuro Nexus 2020 is a virtual multidisciplinary design program that will address challenges in diagnostics and care for neurological and mental health disorders, accelerate research and translation to impact, and boost collaborations between disciplines, institutes and industries.

Neuro Nexus needs technically proficient individuals from a multitude of backgrounds (Engineering, Computer Science, Business, Sciences, Medicine, etc.) to address challenges in brain science and mental health! The program unfolds over a 6 week period from October 16 to November 30, and includes 3 key virtual events:

- **Oct 17** Pitch Day
- **Nov 27-29** Health Hack Weekend
- **Nov 30** Demo Day

During the program you will work to solve a problem that interests you on a multidisciplinary team of 4-6 individuals and a ‘Challenge Champion’ that is an expert in their field. You’ll get to apply your knowledge, learn new skills, collaborate with individuals outside of your field, develop a functional prototype, and compete for awards!

**MULTI-CITY Collaboration**

**$50,000+ In awards**

**MENTORS For each team**

**PROTOTYPING Tool access and support**

**APPLICATIONS CLOSE**

Became an innovator at neuro-nexus.ca

Network with fellow innovators

Learn about challenges and form a team

Get access to tools and expert mentorship towards prototype development

Showcase your solutions and compete for awards

**APPLY AT NEURO-NEXUS.CA/INNOVATOR BY OCTOBER 5TH OR CONTACT TALENT@NEURO-NEXUS.CA FOR MORE INFORMATION**